John Evans’ Sons has made minor modifications to the SideLoad Constant Force Balance System to enhance product performance.

**New Features**
- Longer spring tab
- Lance in tab
- Narrowed end detail (.360”)
- Extended nose carrier
- Improved two stage lock

**Benefits**
- Provides for easier assembly into jamb (fig. 1)
- Allowing spring to “lock” into jamb (fig. 2 & 4)
- Allows for smaller slot (.375”) to prevent weakening of profiles without an internal support rib (fig. 3)
- Makes it easier to center sash between carriers (fig. 5)
- Further assurance that lock will always retract easily & reliably (fig. 5)

**Modifications:**

- Longer spring tab (fig. 1)
- Lance in tab (fig. 2)
- Narrowed end detail & slot width (fig. 3)
- Improved 2 stage lock (fig. 4)
- Extended nose (fig. 5)